CEDARS-SINAI MARINA DEL REY HOSPITAL
CONSTRUCTION UPDATE

What to Expect

Construction will continue to progress in the previously started locations around the hospital. Areas with work occurring in November are highlighted below. Construction hours will continue to be Monday–Saturday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Work will include:

- Completing installation of auger cast piles for the new hospital and begin installation of new power vault.
- Completing mass excavation and beginning installation of auger cast piles for Energy Center foundation.
- Completing installation of underground utilities on southbound lanes of Lincoln Boulevard and beginning installation of new median vault.

Associated noise:
- Safety backup alarms of trucks/equipment
- Rattling and grinding
- Motors/generators
- Humming /drilling

What to Expect

Construction will continue to progress in the previously started locations around the hospital. Areas with work occurring in November are highlighted below. Construction hours will continue to be Monday–Saturday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Work will include:

- Completing installation of auger cast piles for the new hospital and begin installation of new power vault.
- Completing mass excavation and beginning installation of auger cast piles for Energy Center foundation.
- Completing installation of underground utilities on southbound lanes of Lincoln Boulevard and beginning installation of new median vault.

Complete painting and signage, and perform final systems testing at MRI/CT trailers

Complete auger cast pile installation for new hospital and start LADWP vault foundation

Complete mass excavation and start installation of auger cast piles at Energy Center

Complete installation of underground utilities in southbound lanes and start installation of SCE vault in median

CONSTRUCTION HOTLINE: 800-225-8420